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Abstract

Modular organization of human movement has been studied for
several decades using muscle synergy analysis. Whether the
reduction in control dimensionality calculatedbymuscle synergy
analysis is of neural origin or only a mathematical construct re-
mains controversial. Nonetheless, sufficient empirical evidence
exists to support the potential utility of muscle synergy analysis
for assessingand treatingmotor impairment. This article reviews
recent advances in theuseofmuscle synergyanalysis to assess
poststroke motor impairment, assess stroke rehabilitation
effectiveness, and design stroke rehabilitation approaches.
Synergy-based rehabilitation strategies that attempt to correct
impaired neuromuscular coordination have emerged only
recently. Expansion of this promising area will likely require
integration of muscle synergy concepts, patient-specific neuro-
musculoskeletal models, and rehabilitation robotics to identify
optimal synergy changes and implement effective poststroke
training protocols that induce them.
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Introduction
Muscle synergy analysis has been used to investigate how
the central nervous system coordinates movement in
healthy individuals and in individuals after stroke [1e4].
The analysis involves a dimensionality reduction tech-
nique, where the most common method decomposes a
www.sciencedirect.com
large number ofmeasuredmuscle excitations into a smaller
number of time-invariantmuscle synergy vectors (ormotor
modules) and corresponding time-varying synergy activa-

tions (or activation profiles) that define how each synergy
activation contributes to all muscle excitations (Figure 1).
Conceptually, muscle synergies can be viewed as coac-
tivation patterns of groups of muscles that can be com-
bined to produce a variety of motor behaviors. Whether
muscle synergies possess a neural origin or are only math-
ematical constructs remains controversial, as decades of
studies have yet to either verify or nullify the neural origin
hypothesis [5]. Regardless of this ongoing controversy, the
concept ofmodular organization has been provenuseful for
studying human motor control [6e8] and may also be

useful for stroke rehabilitation research [9].

The goal of stroke rehabilitation is to induce favorable
neuroplasticity to improve patient movement function. At
least two approaches can be followed to achieve this goal.
The first approach focuses on changing the patient’s ki-
nematic coordination with the hope that beneficial
changes in the patient’s neuromuscular coordination will
result [10,11]. The second approach is the reverse,
focusing on changing the patient’s neuromuscular coordi-
nation with the hope that beneficial changes in the pa-

tient’s kinematic coordination will result [12,13]. A good
example of the first approach is the commonly used ‘task-
specific training’ paradigm, which focuses on achieving
desired kinematic trajectories. The vast majority of stroke
rehabilitation research has followed the first approach,
with little research being performed to date using the
second. However, the second approach is more consistent
with the assumption that if a patient’s neuromuscular co-
ordination (i.e., the cause) can be ‘fixed,’ then the pa-
tient’s kinematic coordination (i.e., the consequence) will
be fixed as well. Muscle synergies may provide a novel

avenue for implementing this alternative focus.

This study reviews how muscle synergy analysis has
been applied to stroke rehabilitation with the goal of
assessing whether muscle synergy concepts may be
helpful for assessing poststroke impairment or stroke
rehabilitation effectiveness, as well as for designing
stroke rehabilitation approaches that target changes in
neuromuscular coordination. A literature search was
conducted using PubMed databases for articles
published from 2015 to 2020 containing combinations of
selected keywords, including ‘muscle synergy’, ‘muscle

coordination’, ‘EMG (electromyogram) controlled’,
‘EMG’, ‘assessment’, ‘rehabilitation’, ‘training’, ‘stroke’,
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Figure 1

Stroke rehabilitation may benefit from the integration of muscle synergy concepts, patient-specific neuromusculoskeletal models, and rehabilitation
robotics to identify optimal synergy changes and implement effective poststroke training protocols.
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and ‘motor module.’ A few articles outside of this period
and database were also included in the review to avoid
omitting noteworthy articles that are relevant to this

review. Our review suggests that combining muscle
synergy concepts, personalized neuromusculoskeletal
modeling, and rehabilitation robotics could be a prom-
ising direction for stroke rehabilitation research. The
combination could potentially allow researchers to train
the specific aspects of neuromuscular coordination that
would produce the greatest improvements in movement
function.

Synergies for assessing poststroke motor
impairment
Muscle synergy analysis has been used to assess motor
impairment after stroke. In the present review, most

studies reported that impaired upper or lower limb
function after stroke is related to changes in time-
invariant synergy properties (Figure 1), such as the
number of synergies underlying investigated motor
function [2,4,14e17], the muscular composition of the
synergies [2,18e24], and a specified level of variance
accounted for by a certain number of synergies (VAF)
achieved by a fixed number of synergies [15,25]
(Table 1). Several studies, however, also reported that
time-varying synergy activations also changed after
stroke [2,4,14,18,19,21,23,24].

Interestingly, recent cross-sectional studies have re-
ported that stroke alters the number of muscle synergies
mainly in the lower extremity (LE) but less frequently
in the upper extremity (UE) (Table 1). For example,
fewer muscle synergies were identified during walking
[4] and cycling [14] in the paretic than in the nonparetic
lower limb of chronic and subacute stroke survivors,
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respectively. These results reflected an overall reduc-
tion in control complexity and poorer walking perfor-
mance. In the upper limb, one of the first studies in

poststroke muscle synergy quantification also found a
change in the number of synergies due to merging or
fractionation of normal muscle synergies during arm
movement, especially in severely impaired stroke sur-
vivors [2]. Relatively, recent UE studies in subacute and
chronic stroke survivors, however, reported alterations in
muscle synergy composition [2,18e22] and/or synergy
activations [2,18,19,21], instead of the number of syn-
ergies, as markers of motor impairment during reaching
or isometric force generation. Differences in which as-
pects of muscle synergies are altered after stroke may

reflect differences in the neuromuscular control capa-
bilities in the upper and lower limbs.

Recent cross-sectional studies have also reported that
merging of two or more normal muscle synergies can
contribute to a reduced number of muscle synergies
after stroke. Synergy merging in the LE tends to be
associated with decreased biomechanical functions such
as reduced walking speed and symmetry [17], impaired
function of the plantar flexors in generating propulsion
[15], or altered preferred walking speed [4]. Synergy

merging could be attributed to altered synergy activa-
tions viewed as descending commands [26], reflecting
reduced independent neural control rather than changes
in the muscular composition of normal synergies.

Regardless of which synergy-related parameters are
altered after stroke, in the present review, recent studies
have consistently argued that the poststroke alterations
in muscle synergies correlate to impairment in biome-
chanical performance and/or clinical assessments. In the
www.sciencedirect.com
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Table 1

Assessment of poststroke motor impairment.

Article Body
part

Group (number
of subjects)

Time after
stroke onset

Severity of motor
impairment

Task Altered muscle
synergy after

strokea

Association with
motor function/

clinical assessment

Israely et al., 2018 UE H (12) S (13) Subacute Mild Reaching SC, SAP N/A
Pan et al., 2018 UE H (25) S (35) Subacute Moderate

to severe
Reaching SC Yes

Cheung et al., 2012 UE S (31) Subacute
+ chronic

Mild to severe Reaching Num, SAP Yes

Li et al., 2017 UE H (9) S (10) Subacute
+ chronic

Moderate to severe Reaching SC, SAP Yes

Roh et al., 2015 UE H (6) S (24) Chronic Severe Isometric force
generation

SC, SAP Yes

Wang et al., 2020 UE H (15) S (15) N/A Mild to
moderate

Reaching and
grasping

SC Yes

Ambrosini et al., 2016 LE H (12) S (16) Subacute Mild to moderate Walking and
cycling

Num, SAP Yes

Ji et al., 2018 LE H (20) S (22) Subacute
+ chronic

N/A Walking Num, VAF Yes

Allen et al., 2019 LE H (8) S (9) Chronic Moderate to severe Walking and
balancing

Number of
shared
synergies

Yes

Barroso et al., 2017 LE S (9) Chronic Mild to moderate Walking VAF Yes
Clark et al., 2010 LE H (20) S (55) Chronic Mild to severe Walking Num, SAP Yes
de Kam et al., 2018 LE H (9) S (10) Chronic Mild to moderate Balancing SC, SAP Yes
Brough et al., 2019 LE H (17) S (56) N/A N/A Walking Num Yes
Yang et al., 2019 LE H (12) S (33) N/A Mild

to severe
Sit to stand SC, SAP Yes

UE, upper extremity; LE, lower extremity; S, stroke; H, healthy; Num, number of muscle synergies; SAP, synergy activation profile; SC, synergy composition;
VAF, variance accounted for by a certain number of synergies; N/A, not available.
a Altered muscle synergies after stroke can induce either positive or negative effects on motor functionality.
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upper limb, alterations in muscle synergies after stroke

were correlated with peak velocity/duration of reaching,
as well as the UE FugleMeyer Assessment (FMA) score
[2,19,21] or Brunnstrom stage [20]. In the lower limb,
alterations in muscle synergies tended to relate to im-
pairments of walking speed [16], step length or time
symmetry [16], and step width [16], as well as direction-
specific postural instability [17,23]. Furthermore, recent
studies proposed combining muscle synergy-related
parameters with biomechanical parameters or machine
learning principles to quantify motor functions after
stroke [22,24,25]. Overall, these studies have provided

experimental evidence that the results of muscle syn-
ergy analysis exhibit significant correlations with various
aspects of motor function and neuromechanical quan-
tities in a variety of motor tasks in the UE and LE after
stroke.

Although the current literature supports the correla-
tion between alterations in poststroke muscle syn-
ergies and standardized clinical assessment scores
(e.g., FMA), whether muscle synergy analysis is more
useful than conventional clinical metrics for assessing

stroke severity remains unclear. One may argue that
the outcomes of muscle synergy analysis could have
www.sciencedirect.com
the potential to objectively guide a new therapeutic

intervention by providing a novel rehabilitation target
through visualizing which aspects of intermuscular
coordination are affected by stroke or improved by
the intervention. As a previous review noted, a
limited number of studies have focused on how to use
muscle synergies in a task space [27], which suggests
that the usability of muscle synergy analysis still
provides potentially important unexplored research
questions.

Synergies for assessing stroke
rehabilitation effectiveness
Recent studies have reported that a variety of rehabili-
tation interventions have the potential to improve motor
function and induce alterations in synergy-related pa-
rameters (Table 2). Characteristics of the synergy-
related parameters were not the same between studies
because of the differences in tasks, interventions, and
synergy analysis methods used. However, an improve-

ment in synergy complexityd such as an increase in the
number of synergies underlying motor performance or
the decrease in the VAF achieved by a single synergy d
was observed as a general trend after applying an
intervention. For example, the number of synergies
Current Opinion in Biomedical Engineering 2021, 19:100315
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tended to increase after regular rehabilitation, robot-
assisted therapy, Wii-based movement therapy, high-
intensity exercise, or locomotor training [10,11,28e32]
in both UE and LE, respectively, in subacute or chronic
stroke survivors. However, some subjects did not show
an increase in the number of synergies in these studies.
At baseline, the majority of poststroke subjects tended
to have a number of muscle synergies comparable with

those of healthy controls and had relatively higher motor
function within the same group [30]. In addition, the
total number of muscle synergies did not change
consistently after intervention because of merging and
fractionation of muscle synergies, which would decrease
and increase the number of synergies, respectively [32].
The VAF for a fixed number of synergies also tended to
decrease over the recovery period and become closer to
that of control subjects [11,29]. Alternatively, even
without a change in the number of synergies, the portion
of the total variance of poststroke muscle excitations,

accounted for by fitting normal muscle synergies,
significantly increased from pre-training to post-
training, suggesting that muscle synergies became more
normalized after the intervention [33]. In addition, the
Table 2

Assessment of rehabilitation effectiveness.

Article Body
part

Group
(number of
subjects)

Time
after
stroke
onset

Impairment
severity
before

intervention

Intervention

Alnajjar
et al.,
2019

UE H (9)
S (10)

Subacute Moderate Regular
rehabilitation
program

Pierella
et al.,
2020

UE H (6)
S (6)

Subacute Mild to severe Conventional
therapy
+ robot-assiste
therapy

Hesam-
Shariati
et al.,
2017

UE S (30) Chronic Mild to
moderate

Wii-based
movement
therapy

Tan
et al.,
2018

LE S (8) Acute Severe Robot-assisted
walking trainin

Ambrosini
et al.,
2020

LE H (12)
S (9)

Subacute Mild to
moderate

FES cycling

Hashiguchi
et al.,
2016

LE S (13) Subacute Mild to
moderate

Inpatient
rehabilitation
program

Ardestani
et al.,
2019

LE S (15) Subacute
+ chronic

– High-intensity
stepping traini

Routson
et al.,
2013

LE H (19)
S (27)

Chronic Moderate
to severe

Locomotor
training
program

UE, upper extremity; LE, lower extremity; S, stroke; H, healthy; Num, number
synergies; SC, synergy composition; SAP, synergy activation profile; N/D, not
a Muscle synergies affected by intervention in this table can induce positiv
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most compromised muscle synergies pre-training [33]
often changed the most toward healthy muscle syn-
ergies after the intervention. Furthermore, a Wii-based
movement therapy induced more diversity in muscle
synergy composition [30].

Changes in synergy-related parameters due to an inter-
vention have been associated with alterations in

biomechanical function and/or clinical assessment. In
the UE, as the number of muscle synergies increased,
movements became smoother and faster after a robot-
assisted therapy [28] or the phases of movement
became more distinct after Wii-based movement ther-
apy [30]. In the LE, significant improvements in gait
measures were positively associated with an increase in
the number of muscle synergies [10,11,31,32] and the
similarity of muscle synergies to normal ones
[10,30,31,33]. More specifically, previous studies have
reported that while a compromised muscle synergy

composition would likely change after intervention
toward that of healthy controls, a muscle synergy
composition at baseline similar to that of healthy con-
trols tended to be preserved [30,33]. Another study
Intervention
duration
[weeks]

Motor
function

improvement

Affected muscle
synergies by
interventiona

Direct association
with motor function/

clinical score
improvement

11 Yes Num, VAF N/D

d

4 Yes Num, SC Yes

10 Yes Num, SC Yes

g
3 Yes Num, SC Yes

3 Yes VAF, SC Yes

4 Yes Num, SC Yes

ng
8–10 Yes Num, VAF No

12 Yes Num, SC,
SAP

Yes

of muscle synergies; VAF, variance accounted for by a certain number of
determined.
e effects on motor functionality.

www.sciencedirect.com
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Muscle synergies for stroke rehabilitation Hong et al. 5
reported that for subjects who had the same number of
muscle synergies before intervention compared with
healthy controls, synergy activation profiles became
similar after intervention to those of healthy controls.
However, subjects who had a smaller number of muscle
synergies before intervention showed that, although
their number of muscle synergies increased, they still
exhibited synergy activation after intervention [10].

Overall, these findings indicate that a variety of reha-
bilitation interventions have the potential to influence
the modular organization of neuromuscular coordination
based on various mechanisms, which can induce im-
provements in UE and LE motor performance.

Few studies involving subacute and chronic stroke sur-
vivors have shown that intersubject variability in
synergy-related parameters changes due to a rehabili-
tation intervention [30,32]. Intersubject variabilities in
these longitudinal studies may be attributed to the

between-patient differences in pretraining neurophysi-
ological conditions (e.g., lesion type, location, or size),
severity of motor impairment, and time after stroke
onset. In this case, the results of muscle synergy anal-
ysis, identified as a group effect of rehabilitation inter-
vention, might not be experienced by certain individuals
after stroke. Thus, to optimize rehabilitation effects for
individuals after stroke, future synergy-guided studies
may want to consider developing more tailored,
personalized rehabilitation interventions.

A multimodal approach (e.g., involving simultaneous
recording of brain, muscular, and kinematic data)
became more widely used not only for the quantifi-
cation of poststroke motor impairment in cross-
sectional studies [22,24] but also for the develop-
ment of more comprehensive, complete patient
quantification in longitudinal studies [28]. Consid-
ering that precision of current clinical scales has been
challenged because of inter-rater and intra-rater reli-
ability [34,35], merging of neuromusculoskeletal data
and analyses will be more prevalent as a future
research direction for more complete quantification of

rehabilitation effectiveness.

Synergies for designing stroke
rehabilitation approaches
The two previous sections support the idea that post-
stroke motor impairments in the UE and LE are asso-
ciated with quantifiable changes in an individual’s
muscle synergies. In addition, these synergy-related

parameters are altered and could affect motor func-
tion during any intervention although their direct
relationship after therapy has not yet been proven.
Considering that muscle synergies could reflect
neuromuscular control impairment after stroke and the
extent to which motor recovery is induced by a thera-
peutic intervention, synergy-based rehabilitation
www.sciencedirect.com
strategies have emerged relatively recently. To our
knowledge, in the past five years, only a few studies
have tested stroke rehabilitative interventions guided
by muscle synergies as a training target [36,37]. Both
studies applied synergy-based control strategies to
therapeutic functional electrical stimulation (FES) to
formulate FES patterns. Although different limbs
(upper and lower limbs) were targeted in the studies,

the results indicated that synergy-based FES rehabili-
tation training has the ability to revert the composition
of muscle synergies toward normal and enhance motor
function after the training.

Besides FES, previous studies have introduced rehabil-
itation training approaches, such as serious games and
virtual reality, to encourage a subject’s synergies to
become more like those of healthy controls [12,38].
Because the interventions did not directly stimulate
muscle activations, these studies have focused on

developing effective ways to use muscle synergies as a
training target or a control input signal for intervention
systems that seek to modify them. The previous study
reported that, when the participants were trained to
control a visual cursor by projecting the EMG activations
of the nondominant arm onto the space formed by two
targeted dominant arm muscle synergies and tried to
match the targeted locations on that space, the muscle
synergy activations but not the pre-existing muscle
synergies were modified [12]. Another study introduced
a synergy-based virtual reality (VR) interface based on

the same research group’s previous studies [38]. In their
previous works, they demonstrated the feasibility of
muscle synergy control (muscle-synergy-to-force map-
ping) to move a cursor when performing isometric
reaching tasks in the VR interface [39]. In addition,
when altering the EMG-to-force mapping in the VR
interface, adaptations were faster if the composition of
muscle synergies remained the same but the synergy
activations were modified [40]. They also observed
changes of muscle synergies in incompatible conditions
[40]. The results of these studies have provided evi-
dence that muscle synergies and/or synergy activations

can be changed in response to an intervention [12,40].
However, if the task goal can be achieved by using pre-
existing muscle synergies, then alteration of synergy
activations would be preferred.

All previous studies used synergies from neurologically
intact controls or synergies from the same patient’s
contralateral limb as a training target who had a stroke
(Table 3) [12,36,37]. Previous studies demonstrated
that the similarity of muscle synergies after stroke to
those of healthy subjects increased as motor function

impairment decreased. Furthermore, muscle synergies
after stroke tended to become more similar to those of
healthy controls or the contralateral limb as a result of
training [28,33]. Thus, the ‘healthy’ or ‘healthier’
Current Opinion in Biomedical Engineering 2021, 19:100315
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synergies would potentially be promising training tar-
gets for stroke rehabilitation. In addition, a previous
study showed that subjects who trained using a small
number of hand posture synergies performed a new
hand posture more accurately than did subjects who
trained using a larger number of hand postures [13].
Thus, if the most impaired synergy shared among
different biomechanical conditions were targeted for

stroke rehabilitation training, the training benefits could
potentially extend to a wide range of motor behaviors.

Whether muscle synergies from healthy controls or the
nonparetic limb would be optimal targets for effective
stroke rehabilitation remains unclear, given that the goal
is to maximize improvement in motor function. Owing
to the principle of motor abundance [41] and consid-
ering the neural damage produced by a stroke, it is
possible that abnormal muscle synergies could maximize
improvement in motor function even better than could

healthy or nonparetic limb muscle synergies. In addi-
tion, both muscle synergies and synergy activations
could be targeted in a synergy-based intervention
because both may be affected by stroke [2,4,14,15,18e
25] and both may be changeable through an appro-
priate intervention [10e12,28e33,36,37]. However,
there is currently no way to know which aspects of a
particular individual’s synergies should be changed, and
how, to maximize recovery of lost function.

While an experimental approach to identifying optimal

synergy changes for an individual patient would be
challenging due to limitations in time, resources, and
patient stamina, a computational approach could
circumvent these problems. Specifically, patient-
specific neuromusculoskeletal models can predict how
an individual’s muscle synergies should be changed to
maximize the recovery of motor function after stroke
[41]. Such models can simulate direct cause-and-effect
Table 3

Development of synergy-guided rehabilitation approaches.

Article Body
part

Group (number
of subjects)

Time after
stroke onset

Training
(interventi
system)

Niu
et al., 2019

UE S (6) Subacute
+ chronic

FES

Berger
et al., 2013

UE H (16) – VR interface

Ghassemi
et al., 2019

UE H (20) – Human–mac
interface

Patel
et al., 2017

UE H (16) – Synergy repe
training

Ferrante
et al., 2016

LE S (2) Chronic FES

UE, upper extremity; LE, lower extremity; S, stroke; H, healthy; FES, functiona
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relationships between changes to an individual’s muscle
synergies and the resultant changes to the individual’s
movement function. This exciting possibility has come
online only in the last few years with improvements in
the neuromusculoskeletal model personalization and
movement prediction processes [42].

Given these new computational capabilities, patient-

specific neuromusculoskeletal models could facilitate
an entirely new stroke rehabilitation approach called
‘synergy-specific training’ as an alternative to ‘task-
specific training.’ Rather than targeting a specific task,
this new approach would target a specific synergy, where
the target would be defined on an individual patient
basis. A movement optimization problem could be
formulated to identify an individual patient’s ‘weakest
link’ synergy or the synergy that, if changed, would
produce the largest improvement in movement func-
tion. The optimization problem could be formulated to

predict changes in a single synergy activation, a single
muscle synergy, or both together. Then, by inputting
only the ‘fixed’ weakest link synergy into the patient’s
neuromusculoskeletal model and setting all other syn-
ergy activations to zero, one could predict the motion
produced by the ‘fixed’ synergy and use that motion to
target training of the weakest link synergy. Attempting
to train a single synergy could be nonintuitive because it
would require performing a coordinated multijoint
movement. Nonetheless, the idea is consistent with a
recent study reporting that human subjects are capable

of voluntarily activating a single muscle synergy under
isometric conditions [43].

Rehabilitation robots could be an ideal delivery mech-
anism for synergy-based stroke rehabilitation pre-
scriptions designed using patient-specific neuromus-
culoskeletal models. Because of a limited range of
motion, decrease in muscle strength, and/or reduction in
on
Assessment task Target synergy Musculoskeletal

model-based
design

Reaching Healthy control
synergy

No

Isometric
reaching

Adapt different
EMG-force mapping

No

hine Moving cursor
using free arm
movement

Contralateral
side synergy

No

tition 7 basis postural
synergies vs 45
hand postures

Basis synergy No

Walking Healthy control
synergy

No

l electrical stimulation; VR, virtual reality.
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Muscle synergies for stroke rehabilitation Hong et al. 7
sensory feedback, stroke survivors typically cannot
perform training tasks as desired. However, robotic
exoskeletons excel at controlling coordinated multijoint
movements and delivering large numbers of training
repetitions. They can also fill the gap in the subject’s
functional capability by providing ‘assist-as-needed’
control to the individual robot joints, which possess a
one-to-one correspondence with the subject’s joints.

‘Assist-as-needed’ control torques would be gradually
withdrawn as the subject learns to achieve the desired
synergy-specific motion. Previous studies have demon-
strated that synergy-based robotic exoskeleton control is
feasible for multi-degree-of-freedom motions [44,45]
and can produce changes in muscle synergies for both
the upper and lower extremities [46e48]. However, no
studies have used synergy-based control of a robotic
exoskeleton for stroke rehabilitation training. Thus,
model-guided synergy-based training is a promising
although unexplored area for stroke rehabilitation.
Conclusion
Previous studies have used muscle synergies as a tool to
assess poststroke impairment severity and stroke reha-
bilitation effectiveness and to design novel stroke

rehabilitation approaches. Taken as a whole, the
reviewed studies suggest that muscle synergies have
potential clinical utility, regardless of whether or not
they possess a neural origin. If future studies explore the
novel concept of synergy-specific training of a weakest
link synergy, it will be essential to identify objectively
the synergy to be targeted for training, as well as how it
should be changed, which will likely require the use of
patient-specific neuromusculoskeletal models. By using
robotic exoskeletons as a training delivery mechanism,
researchers may be able to perform model-guided syn-
ergy-based training that can improve targeted aspects of

a stroke survivor’s neuromuscular coordination.
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